
 

 

 

CALL FOR PAPERS 
As modern threats become more complex and naval assets increasingly protect and defend against 

threats from both State and non-State actors it intrinsically becomes more evident that further study and 

review of current maritime law is necessary. Bearing in mind that all naval operations are bound by 

international law, having knowledge of the legal boundaries of military options and responses is 

paramount.  

The Centre of Excellence for Operations in Confined and Shallow Waters (COE CSW) in Kiel, 

Germany is committed to the maritime interests of the international community. Expanding on our 

already extensive involvement in such interests, we intend to publish an independent first-in-a-series 

publication in the field of public international maritime law. The Operational Maritime Law Volume One 

will be independently peer-reviewed by international editors. It will contain contributions on topics 

addressing all aspects of operational maritime law inside and outside armed conflict. We aim to provide a 

forum for military and legal experts to publish new research advancing legal discourse, as well as analysis 

of current issues, in order to create a comprehensive compilation of articles, reports, findings, and 

documents.  

The COE CSW respectfully requests your contribution.  

Those interested in publishing an article in Operational Maritime Law Vol. 1 should submit a paper 

dealing with any topic of interest in this field by 31 June 2016. The length of the paper should be not less 

than 5,000 words and not more than 12,500 words inclusive of footnotes. Potential authors are also 

requested to include a brief biographical statement, including information regarding current academic or 

operational affiliations and general research interests.  

All inquiries and materials should be addressed to Co-Editor; LT USA N Rebecca Dickey, Legal 

Advisor COE CSW, via callforpapers@coecsw.org. 

Editors: 

Lieutenant USA N Rebecca Dickey, Legad1 COE CSW 
Lieutenant Colonel NZL A Lisa Ferris, Deputy Director Operations Law, Defence Legal Services, 
Headquarters New Zealand Defence Force 
Lieutenant commander NLD N Martin Fink, Lecturer Military Law, Netherlands Defence Academy 
Dr. Jörg Schildknecht CIV DEU, Legal Advisor COE CSW 
 

For more information please visit our website: http://www.OperationalMaritimeLaw.org/ or the 

website of our Centre: http://www.coecsw.org/. 
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